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Abstract
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A crucial task in character recognition systems is the segmentation of the document into text lines and especially
if it is handwritten. When dealing with non-Latin document such as Arabic, the challenge becomes greater since
in addition to the variability of writing, the presence of diacritical points and the high number of ascender and
descender characters complicates more the process of the segmentation. To remedy with this complexity and
even to make this difficulty an advantage since the focus is on the Arabic language which is semi-cursive in
nature, a method based on the Watershed Transform technique is proposed. Tested on «Handwritten Arabic
Proximity Datasets» [21] a segmentation rate of 93% for a 95% of matching score is achieved.
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I. Introduction

I

N order to recognize texts in a document, often character recognition
systems go through four stages: the pre-processing stage, which
concerns the preparation of the document in terms of normalization
and suppression of noise. The segmentation stage that allows the
detection of lines, words and also the segmentation of those words into
characters. The third stage concerns the feature extraction from the
character, this feature allows to minimize the intra-class variance while
maximizing the inter-class variance. The fourth stage involves learning
and testing to recognize new letters or new words based on machine
learning algorithms. To these stages is added a post-processing stage to
verify recognized words using a lexical, syntax and semantic analysis.
All these phases are crucial since if an error is made in one it will
strongly influence the subsequent ones [23]. In this paper we focus
on the text line segmentation which could be defined according to [1]
in the process of assigning the same label to units that are partially
aligned. We are interested in Arabic handwritten documents which are
more challenging than Latin documents and that is mainly due to the
semi-cursive nature of the Arabic script which is characterized by its
calligraphy and the presence of ascending and descending character,
the overlapping between piece of Arabic words and also the diacritical
points located either above or below characters [24].
In addition to these characteristics, the different writing styles
and the inclination within the same line make the process of text line
extraction from Arabic handwriting challenging (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Some problems of Arabic handwritten text lines extraction.

To cope with this complexity several techniques have been
proposed in the literature. Generally we can categorize them into three
approaches (Fig. 2).
The first approach is based on the analysis of the arrangement of
the connected components in order to construct successively the lines.
A multi-agent system to detect and group connected components that
belong to the same line is proposed in [2]. The first agent estimates
global parameters and extracts the lines, the second one searches and
detects adjacent components and the third one segments the touching
lines. A similar technique is called Smearing method where the goal is
to apply some transformation on the text bloc in order to group together
homogeneous blocks constituting the lines [3, 4, 5, 6].
The second approach tries to search between interlines in order to
separate the adjacent lines. The algorithm in [7] computes the distance
transform directly from the gray scale images and generates two types
of seams: the medial seams determine the text lines and the separating
seams define the upper and lower boundaries of the text lines. Similarly,
the work in [8] splits the document into vertical slices and applies a
matching method on the result of projection profile in order to estimate
the medial seam, then a modified version of seam carving procedure is
used to compute the separating seam. The final seams will go through
the regions between text lines.
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Regular Issue
A method was proposed in [9] that uses ALCM algorithm which
gives a mask corresponding to text line locations. Then, the text lines
are extracted by superimposing the components with text line pattern
mask. Another method is based on convolution neural network with
watershed transform, which is proposed in [10] to estimate the text area
between the baseline and the corpus line.
The third approach uses the baseline of words and tries to connect
those that participate to the same lines. Other methods represent the
problem as a graph and search the orientations of text components
and uses Breadth First Search algorithm and affinity propagation
clustering method to assign the components to text lines [11, 12]. The
work in [13] adapts the problem of text line extraction from binary
Arabic handwritten documents as a Markov Decision Processes using
knowledge about the features and arrangement of the components
belonging to the same line.
The papers in [1, 14] give a complete study of several text lines
segmentation methods of handwritten document.

that constitute this line. From this point of view, the adequate approach
will be the one that is based on the analysis of the arrangement of the
connected components (Fig. 2.a)
According to a global vision, a text line can only be defined by means
of the following line. Here we are not interested to the constituent of
the line, but to its neighbors. From this point of view the adequate
approach will be the one that approximates the baseline (Fig. 2.b and
2.c).
Therefore we investigate the use of watershed transform technique
from two visions, local and global.

A. Watershed Transform
In topography watershed means the ridge that divides areas drained
by different river systems. Here we refer to image segmentation
technique in the field of mathematical morphology. The idea is to
treat the image as a topographic surface in which the dark pixels
are considered low elevations and lighter ones are considered high
elevations and when the flooding starts from the low elevations and
the merging of the waters from different locations is prevented, the
resulted image will be portioned into catchment basins and watershed
lines as illustrated in Fig. 3.

(a)

(b)			

(c)

Fig. 2. The main approaches for handwritten text lines extraction.

To respond to the specificity of the Arabic script, we investigate
the use of the Watershed Transform which is a well known image
segmentation approach. The idea is that when considering the text
components as markers, the catchment basin (regions) of watershed
occupy a space that adapts with the shape and size of the component
with respect to its neighbors. This effect could be exploited to estimate
the locations of text lines.
To respond to the specificity of the Arabic script, we found
interesting to investigate the approach based on the analysis of text
component using watershed transform as preprocessing step to get
the regions of the text component in order to localize the neighboring
components within the same line. We found that the work in [15] first
estimates the baseline using adaptive head-tail connection in order to
link the component with each other and then uses watershed on the
result of the baseline detection in order to extract the lines.

Fig. 3. Illustration of watershed segmentation: (top-left) gray scale image,
(top-right) topographic surface, (bottom) watersheds in red.

Fernand Meyer [16] introduced an algorithm based on a set of
defined markers in order to overcome the problem of over segmentation
which can be summarized as follows:
1. Each of the markers is given a different label.
2. The pixels around each marked area are inserted into a priority
queue with priority level that corresponds to the gradient
magnitude of the pixel.
3. The pixel having the lowest priority is extracted from the queue
and if all its neighbors that have already label have the same label,
then it will be labeled with their label. The non-marked neighbors
that are not in the priority queue are put in it.

We would like also to investigate the use watershed transform as a
post processing step in order to localize the lines estimated by a matching
horizontal projection profile technique based on the work in [8].
The goal here is to compare if it is interesting to use watershed
transform as preprocessing or post processing steps. This paper is an
extension of our work in [22], and it is organized as follows: section
3 describes the proposed approaches. Section 4 presents and discusses
the results and finally section 5 concludes the paper.

II. Proposed Approach
According to a local vision, a text line can be perceived as a set of
aligned words. Thus we focus on the detection of Piece of Arabic words

4. Redo step 3 until the queue is empty.
The resulted image will contain non-labeled pixels which correspond
to watershed lines.

B. Local Vision
As stated in [22], the idea of using watershed transform comes from
the observation of its effect on binary images. If the text components
are set as marker, the resulted regions of watershed allow them to
occupy a region which adapts according to their size and shape. These
regions can help in localizing the neighboring components that may
belong to the same line.
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Since the approach is based on the analysis of the connected
component in order to extract the lines, diacritical points may influence
the results of the analysis and therefore should be removed before
applying watershed transform. Local linear regions are detected by
analyzing the spatial relationship of each resulted region with its
neighbors and if one of the neighboring text components is located in
its field of view then it will be linked to it by a line thus resulting in a
new image where all neighboring text components are linked together.
Finally watershed transform is applied again on this new image which
results in detecting regions of the text lines.

those intersecting the contour of the region in question after dilating
its contour with a disk of two pixels. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of
neighboring regions detection.

1. Diacritical Points Removal
The proposed approach is sensitive to the presence of diacritical
points since it is based on the analysis of the arrangement of the text
component. So as a preprocessing step to remove these points, we use
the technique in [2] which is based on the estimation of the stroke width
of text component. Fig. 4 illustrates the document without diacritics.
After locating the lines, these points will be assigned to their
corresponding words.

(Original

image)

Fig. 6. Example of localizing the neighboring regions of the text component in
the middle.

For any linear writing, words and characters in a local region are more
or less aligned, and this remains valid even for documents with curved
lines. Taking into consideration this fact, the idea is to search, for each
text component, among its neighbors those that intersect with its field
of view. As for the example in Fig. 7 the blue rectangle corresponds
to the current components and the green rectangles correspond to text
components that intersect the field of view and therefore are probably
located in the same line as the current component.

(Resulted image)
Fig. 4. Result of diacritical points removal.

2. Finding Local Linear Regions
After removing the diacritical points, we set the markers as text
components and apply Watershed Transform and in order to prevent
the flooding of the edge regions in the corners of the image (Fig. 5.a),
we set a new flooding area represented by the inverse of the convex
hull of all the text components. The result of this process is shown in
Fig. 5.b.

Fig. 7. Example of detection of the neighboring text components included in
the field of view of the text component in the middle.

Applying this criterion as it is on the whole components, gives
errors in the case of narrow gaps between adjacent lines where the
bounding box of the neighboring component in the adjacent lines may
intersect with the field of view of the component in question. This is
illustrated in Fig. 8.

(a)

Fig. 8. Example of removing text component in the adjacent lines (black
regions correspond to intersection of the components in cyan with others in the
neighborhoods).

(b)
Fig. 5. Result of watershed transform on binary document.

One of the characteristic of the watershed transform is that it keeps
the alignment of the text lines. For each region, the analysis of the
spatial arrangement of text components that may participate to the same
line is restricted only to the neighboring regions which correspond to

In order to resolve this issue, the idea is to remove text component
in the neighboring regions with bounding box that contains portion
of other text component region that intersect the field of view. In the
case where tow text components participating in the field of view and
intersecting each other we keep them both.
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As shown in Fig. 9, other problems occur where text parts may be
located in a place which makes it participate at the same time in more
than on field of view thus allowing to link component in adjacent lines
which result in merging the two lines together. Thus to resolve this, the
component will be linked to the component in which it participate the
most based on the percentage of participation described in [13].

Fig. 11. Example of detection of diacritical points and broken characters (red
rectangles).

C. Global Vision
We found interesting to investigate the use of horizontal projection
profile as a global technique for the approximation of the base lines
and then applying watershed transform on the extracted paths in order
to extract the lines.

1. Projection Profile
Fig. 9. Example of detection of text part (red rectangle) that participate in two
adjacent lines.

3. Extraction of the Lines
As a result of finding local linear regions, we get a vector that
contains for each text component the local ones that participate to the
same line. A recursive function is used on this vector in order to find all
components that are related to each other that will be linked together
from their centroids by a line. Fig. 10 illustrates this process. Finally
the watershed transform is again applied to the new image in order to
estimate the location of the lines.

One of the most used methods in text segmentation is called
Projection Profile. Horizontal projection profile produces an histogram
that represents for each line in the image: the number of black pixels
[17, 18], the number of transitions black to white [19]. Locations of the
maxima and minima values are detected, then the space between two
consecutive minimums correspond to the location of the text line. This
technique is well adapted for printed documents that contain straight
lines. But for handwritten documents that present curved and short
lines, the peaks do not reflect the location of the lines, also the presence
of diacritical points in the Arabic document makes this technique too
sensitive to this kind of documents (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Example of the histogram (in blue) of the horizontal projection profile.

In order to cope with the problem of curved lines, the idea is to
divide the document into vertical slices and then analyzing each slice
separately [20, 8].

2. Estimation of the Baseline

Fig. 10. Example of text lines detection on binary documents.

In some cases parts of characters or big diacritics may be located
in interline and therefore remain isolated (not linked to any other
component). Based on their width and height which is often smaller
than the average words width and the average line height, these isolated
components are detected and reassigned to the nearest line (Fig. 11).

The first stage in [8] detects the medial seams (approximation of
the orientation of each text line) using a projection profile matching
approach. After splitting the page into slices a smoothed horizontal
projection profiles is computed for each slice independently. Local
maxima in two consecutive slices are matched in both directions, if a
matching is found between two peaks a line is drawn between them,
thus creating for each line a curve that goes through its peaks.
Due to the presence of diacritical points and ascenders and
descenders, the histogram of the horizontal projection profile may
contain lot of peaks, so in order to have a histogram that reflects the
number and position of the lines, as in [8], we apply a cubic spline that
smooths the histogram. Example of this process in shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Example of the histogram of the horizontal projection profile (in blue)
and its smoothed version (in red).

(a)

We adapt the method in [8] by changing the direction of the
matching between peaks of the slices in order to take into consideration
the writing direction of the Arabic script which is from right to left,
also we ignore the step of removing lines that start from intermediate
column since in Arabic documents we may face this kind of situation.
The step of extending the small lines is modified by simply taking the
last coordinate of each line and creating a straight line between it and
the corresponding coordinate in the last column of the image.
After extracting the diacritical points, the horizontal projection
profile is applied as shown in Fig. 14.
(b)
Fig. 16. Example of text lines detection on gray level documents.

III. Comparative Analysis
Fig. 14. Example of lines detection using matching horizontal projection profile.

3. Extraction of the Lines
The curves of the projection profile are dilated vertically and
marked as locations for the watershed transform where the flood must
start. Finally, the text lines correspond to the regions of the watershed
transform. The result of this process is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Result of watershed transform on the projection profile lines
superposed on the original image.

One of the advantages of this approach is its ability to work on
grayscale documents. As illustrated in Fig. 16, the method detects
efficiently the line event in the presence of noise.

In order to assess the accuracy of the proposed approach we use a
subset of the publicly available data set “Handwritten Arabic Proximity
Datasets” [21]. The F1-mesure score explained in [13] is used here too.
Table I compares the score of the proposed method with previously
proposed methods tested on the same samples.
TABLE I. Results of the Segmentation Rate using F1-score
Methods

F1-mesure

The method in [13]

90.5%

The method in [2]

94.3%

Watershed as pre-processing

89.4%

Watershed as post-processing

93.3%

As can be observed from the result it is clear that using watershed
transform as post-processing step to the horizontal projection profile
gives better result than using it as pre-processing step to the analysis
of the linearity of connected component. This could be justified by
the fact that the projection profile treats the document from a global
vision by analyzing the peaks of text lines as if it searches the useful
part of words which result in an approximation of the baseline. While
by analyzing the connected components, the document is treated from
a local vision and thus when constructing the lines we may deviate and
this is mainly caused by the presence of touching lines where a given
component may be linked to other, which is located in adjacent lines.
Another advantage of this approach is to treat an also gray level
document which is benefic in the case of the presence of complicated
noise that could not be removed in the binarized version of the
document. Meanwhile, the drawback is that the approximation of the
line is global; therefore, some parts of words may be broken in the
extracted lines.
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Table II recaps the main differences of the two approaches.

it is coarse achieved better results and showed its less sensitivity to the
presence of noise and touching lines.

TABLE II. Differences between using Watershed Transform
As preprocessing

As postprocessing

Gary scale or Binary

Binary

Both

Sensitive to noise

Yes

No

Sensitive to touching lines

Yes

No

Broken characters

No

Yes

Multi-languages

Yes

Yes

Simple and effective

No

Yes

As future work, we are willing to enhance the approach in order
to prevent the broking of the characters and also to be able to treat
historical and complex documents.
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